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THE REV. and RAYMOND C. PROVOST , JR.
KOREA SCHOLARSHIP FUND, INC.

P. 0. Box 38
Black Mountain, North Carolina 28711

+ + + + +

May 8, 1986

Dear P.Y.F.S. Alumni/nae:

Some of you may have heard that a reunion is being planned
in Montreat, North Carolina June 6-8 for all Alumi of PYFS and
their spouses. The Class of 1940 is planning this activity and
those of us who live in the area are helping out.

If you can come here are instructions:
Send a $3.50 deposit for each person in your party

to Mrs. Georgia Bustle
Montreat Conference Center
Box 38
Montreat, NC 28757

[[[ Please note: The address IS NOT Black Mountain ]]]

The rates for 2 nights and 5 meals are for each
Single Occupancy Private Bath $94.00

" " Connecting Bath 82.00
Double " Private Bath 64.50

" " Connecting Bath 59.50

The tentative schedule for these 3 days are as following:
Friday afternoon (June 6th) Registration at Inn
Friday dinner Gay Currie Fox is having us all at

her house for sukiyaki ! ! Cost to be shared . . .

Friday evening - Divide into smaller groups at
local homes

.

Saturday noon -- Picnic
Saturday dinner—At Assembly Inn - Program
Sunday 11 AM —Black Mountain Presbyterian Church

we hope Dr. Samuel Moffett will be here to preach
Sunday noon -- Dinner at Assembly Inn
Farewell

We hope you will all come and bring your spouse. We want
to meet him or her

.

We need your help in getting the word out to other
alumni/nae since we are missing many addresses. Write them a

letter or give them a call to tell them all about it.

Continued >>



May 11, 1986

Dear John,

I can't believe that after fifty-one years so many of us of

the PYFS Class of
1

35 are actually going to get together,
along with all of the others of nearby classes. You and
the rest there have been doing a great job of planning and
promotion.

Elsie and I are both coming, she from Nashville and I from
up here. Since she and her son run a travel agency, she
is arranging the bookings for us to meet in Charlotte when
my flight arrives there at 4:27 p.m. (Eastern flight 603
from Philadelphia), rent a car and drive to Montreat.
This should get us to the Assembly Inn a little late (but

not too late, I hope) for dinner. I am sending Mrs. Bustle
a check and information for our reservations there.

My return flight leaves Charlotte at 4:05 p.m. and Elsie's
is around that same time, I believe, so we should be able
to take in all of the reunion festivities. It will be a

great treat to see all of you.

Best regards,
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MEETING OF CLASSES OF '33 AND '34 AT ROY TALMAGE '

S

Black Mountain -Montreat, NC P.Y.F.S. Reunion, June 6-8, 1986

PRESENT: Sam Moffett (Eileen)
Roy and Helena Talmage
Archer and Jane Torrey
Billy Booth Burr
Elsie Fletcher Caijn^llae 1

1

Janet Talmage Keller
Ian and Rona Robb
Wiley and Sarah Preston
Dave and Dorothy Mowry
Virginia Yates Miller

Class of 33
Ken Scott
Chalmers and Polly Browne
Bob Wilson

Sam Moffett, up to his old tricks railroaded the election of
Archer Torrey as secretary and the meeting got under way.

1. The Prestons had to leave early, so we got a brifef report
from Wiley telling how he was in the military and back in Korea in
'55. He wound up with a story about climbing Mt . Mitchell in the
moonlight and white water adventures on the Nantahala during which
he was baptized twice, but, being a Presbyterian, drew the line at
a 3rd time. This was in response to Janet's suggestion that each
one bring us up to date on what each one has done with his life, so
far. Archer added a brief account of canoeing on the French Broad,
getting banged up in the rocks below Asheville and getting all the
cuts and bruises infected by Asheville's sewage on July 4 and
recovering from the last of the sores some time in November. That
was in college days.

2. Elsie was next and told of how, with her folks over there
in Korea during WWII she enlisted as a WAVE to '46. Worked in Korea
with the Army of Occupation, then the State Department. Met John
Caldwell. Was shot from ambush while pregnant, the shot went into
the fleshy part of her thigh, but they decided that was enough for
the present and returned to the States, settled in Nashville. Did
tourist and travel agency work, still at it. Hard, but interesting.
Recently attended ASTA meeting in Korea. John died in '84. They
wrote over 50 books. He put Elsie's name on the youngest children's
books, but they worked together on most. Jane Torrey recalled
reading "The Korea Story" just before going to Korea in 1957.

3. Billie reported that she married Ed just before WWII. He
was a tool and die maker and spent his life tooling. The war ended
before he had to report and they continued to work for Goodyear in
Ohio for 24 years. Then to Ft. Wayne, IN to work for Eagle Picher

.

Billie worked as a medical technician at Lutheran Hospital. Ed died
in '79. She is now retired in Richmond VA. 3 children: son is a
professional fireman in VA, another son is a computer man with Nat
Bureau of Standards and their daughter is teaching nuclear medicine
in Indianapolis.



4. Dave Mowry , after Wooster and Ohio State (got his PhD in
Organic Chemistry) worked in Monsanto's Central Research Lab in
Dayton, Ohio. War research jobs in high performance plastics,
propellants for buzz bombs and plutonium refining for the Manhattan
Project. Later, other plastics and agricultural chemicals,
synthetic fibers. Commercial development work at HQ in St. Louis,
became Director of Commercial Development, then to Dept. of
Industrial Development. He had 10 years in Tokyo and met Dorothy,
who was a foreign service officer for USIA. She was assigned to
Teheran and was working with the Fullbright Commission when the
revolution occurred there but got out OK. Dave went to US
government on a project of finding companies willing to use
gov't-held patents. They have now become the largest
patent-licensing agency in the govt. They are making lots of money
for the govt from royalties (e.g Merck's hepatitis vaccine, the
latest thing on AIDS etc.) Dave has 92 patents assigned to
Monsanto. Still working full time. Dorothy is at the Aspen
Institute, working up seminars with international heavies as
speakers. Dave has continued with sailing to now, has built a
continuous of "Blue Buok-s " since Sorai days; built three boats in

Japan and still has ^/komp^ire" in the States.

5. Ken Scott. 4 years Army Medical Corps WWII. 2+ years with
Chinese Army Burma border Golden Triangle. Was there when first US
convey came through from Ledo Road. 1 yr thoracic surgery with
Robert Glover in Philadelphia. Went to work with VA hospital on
June 26 1950 (day after Korean War began). Studied Korean under
Chong Song-chun (who later became Minister of Information) at Yale.
Left Anne and the two boys in Tokyo and on to Taegu to Dr.

Fletcher's old hospital (now Howie Moffet's, so to speak) for 5

years, then to Yonsei for 5 years (rejoined by Anne and family
somewhere along the line), then with CWS in TB control work.
Suddenly received an urgent call to India and spent 11 years in the
Punjab. Directed the Christian Medical Hospital and College in

Ludhiana while Archie Fletcher was doing the same sort of work in

Miraj (Maharasthra ) and they served on each others boards so saw
quite a bit of one another. Returned US in 1974 and has been with
NC Division of Health Services, living in Swannanoa. Around here

you are a furriner the first 20 years. Only 8 to go!

6 . Archer Torrey . After PY one year at Yenching , then 4 at

Davidson, then started Princeton Sem . One summer as Youth Worker
for Mecklenburg Presbytery. Worked as apprentice iron worker in

construction work around Charlotte, back for one term at Princeton
and then in Merchant Marine, became AB, would have stayed as a

missionary to the merchant seamen if he could have found one other
seminary student with a vocation for evangelizing the working

class. Switched to Episcopal Church and finished Sewanee in '45,

first parish in Darien, Ga . , ended up 12 years in pastoral work in

Georgia, West Missouri, Western Mass. Asked God, "If you're not

going to give me a job I like would you make me like the job you
gave me." God laughed and said, "And you want to teach theology!

How stupid can you get? Why didn't you pray that 6 years ago?"

Attitude changed completely, then opportunity to go to Korea and



restart Anglican Theological College. Stayed 7 years, resigned,
started (with Jane—met in 1940, engaged in 1947, married in 1948)
Jesus Abbey in Kangwondo, still there. House of intercessory
prayer. In the mountains. Jane: "We depend on God for everything,
so we find out everything he says is true."

7. Sam Moffett. Attended PY at PY ' s PEAK. Wheaton Princeton.
Yale. Lost China to the Communists in '48 and stayed on until '51.
Expelled after being convicted by a People's Court for
embezzlement. Back at Princeton. Beth died in 1955 . To Korea.
Taught at seminary father founded (now moved to Seoul). Married
Eileen in Korea in '56. Taught until 1981. Never convicted of
embezzlement again. Returned to Princeton, teaching for 5 years,
head of dept of Church History. Now retiring from administration,
staying on just to teach as "Guest Professor," and "Fellow of the
Center for Theological Inquiry." Started ACTS in Korea for training
3rd World Missionaries. It is still functioning well. Janet added:
In 8th Grade, when they were studying under Miss Kathy Blair there
was a song with one line, "But the brightest by far in the ranks of
Miss Blair was Samuel Hugh Moffett the Sheik."

8. Chalmers Browne. After PY, Wooster, Princeton, interlarded
with valuable experience selling Thompson Chair Reference Bible
door to door 4 summers— a tremendous chance to get to know the
American Church, good and bad, inside and out: discovered there was
a stratum in all the various churches, some thicker and some
thinner, where God's Spirit was at work. Visited the South and
someone was heard to say, "We thought all Northerners were
damyankees , but the Brownes aren't so bad." With Paul Rhodes, Jim
and Betsy Crothers, the Sam Moffetts went to China and studied
language together. Back to Princeton and wrote thesis on "Christian
Missions Facing Communism." Nobody much interested. Met Polly at
Princeton. She was from Brazil and they went to Brazil, worked 25

years. In adult literacy work from '62 to '73, worked themselves
out of jobs, Brazilians taking over. Returned to Brazil and then to
Mozambique as Brazilian missionaries under the Methodists for 4

years where he could apply what he learned while writing his
thesis. Church there is still growing. Now settled in Wooster,
Polly now writing.

9. Ian Robb. Left PY in '33, but recall "Treasure Island"
cantata and song ":Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of Milk (as more
appropriate for mish kids)". Together with brother Don in Arts and
Medicine at Halifax. 4 years in Canadian Army, European Theatre.
Called down by Colonel: "Robb, you're taking too many chances. We
could lose you and it would take 4 hours to replace you!" Year and
a half in Veterans' Hospital. Sent to China. Married to Rona in
'45. Friend remonstrated, "You're just back from one war and
another is starting, why do you want to start a third?" To China
in '47. With Sam on Marine Lynx. Also Carl and Betty Lutz
Friedericks. In Szechuan, decided for Rona and two children to go
to Nova Scotia, found out later their plane grounded at Shemya
(Aleutian Islands) had quite an adventure. Grandfather born in
Scotland, Father in New Brunswick, self in North Korea, one child
in China, one in Zambia. The Senior doctor in Chungking was



4-

eventually imprisoned and he sent him supplies, but Bible (too
dangerous) not delivered, for 8 months read Jamieson's Handbook of
Anatomy. Situation finally impossible, returned Veterans' Hospital
in Canada. Then 3 years on Koje in Korea, then Severance, back to
Canada for anesthesia training, at Yonsei until '81. (4 months in
Nepal working with Archie Fletcher and Carl Friedericks in
Kathmandu). Now doing deputation work and half-time anesthesia and
earning twice as much, but at 70 it's about time to ease up:
operation room is not a good place to get old and forgetful. Rona
taught at SFS from 58 to 81.

10. Bob Wilson. PY'33. Panther Patrol. Beat Woodcock Patrol
as Archie Fletcher could remember all the objects in the
observation test. Davidson, four years across from Ken, who helped
him get through. Roy Talmage helped through one year of medical
school. Worked his way through giving blood transfusions. Talmages
fed him. He ate 4 sandwiches, Mr. Talmage ate the left-over
Oatmeal. Army in WWII, Kunming OSS. Back to MCV,
radiology .Practiced in Richmond 5 years then heard "Go West!" 25
years in Spokane, Washington, now retired in the San Juan Islands.
Stayed in radiology until it got so complicated you had to spend
half time studying but couldn't make enough in half time to pay the
insurance.

11. Virginia Yates. Married a Mover and A Doer. Beirut 7

years. Calvin College 30 years. 2 children. 3 remarkable
grandchildren. "Retired" but still working.

12. Janet Talmage Keller. Thinks Class of '34 holds record
with 4 out of 14 returning to Korea as missionaries at some time.\
To Korea in 48 as educational missionary, evacuated, studied
nursing, returned to Chunju Hospital. 25 years all together. Frank
Keller came out as a short-termer in pediatrics, when we got
married people called us "ADraham and Sarah." Son Frank now starts
his internship. Big Frank died in ' 67. Janet retired in '76.

13. Roy Talmage. Reprobate of the family. Maryville. U of
Richmond. Harvard via Woods Hole. Met C.I.M. missionary daughter
and today is 44th anniversary, see the roses! Physiology. One month
before due to be drafted became air force pilot. Stationed on
Saipan flying B-59's once watched Charles "Junior" Phillips and his
8-29 being chased by Japanese, helped rescue, later found out who
it was. Back to Harvard, got doctorate in Physiology, not medicine.
22 years at Rice U as researcher and arguer—always take the other
side (can anybody imagine Archer Torrey and Roy rooming together?)
still am and still preached against around the world. Have a
heritage. Even now when giving a talk on science people think I'm a

Baptist preacher. Prof, of surgery at UNC Chapel Hill, now running
a bone-density lab there. Studying women's bones. You girls, if you
want to keep up your calcium drink milk and get lots of exercise.
Back to Chapel Hill every other week. [End>
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North Korea

NEW RELATIONSHIPS?

which had been closed for fifty-five years! Some came with

crutches and in wheel chairs, but they came from all over the

United States and Canada. Steve gave an address on the

situation in Pyengyang and North Korea and the emerging
opportunities for the renewal of friendship ties.

On December 3 an ambulance which will soon be on its

was to North Korea was dedicated in Montreat, North

Carolina Two high ranking officials of the North Korean

delegation to the United Nations attended the ceremony.

What in the world is going on?

(1) The story begins with Steve Linton, son of PCUSA
missionaries to South Korea, who is Research Associate for

the Korean Study Center at Columbia University. For some

ten sears Steve has been engaged in research and study,

sisiiing North Korea, making friends and establishing

relationships of trust and confidence. Steve laid the

groundwork for the Billy Graham visit to North Korea in

1 992 and served as his interpreter.

(2) North Korea suffered devastating floods in 1995

which destroyed much of the grain harvest. Bad weather and

poor crops have continued into 1996 The United Nations, the

United States and even South Korea have initiated relief

efforts But these have been woefully inadequate. Many in

North Korea may be on the verse of starvation. North Korea

has welcomed private relief organizations, including

Christian groups, to join in the relief effort.

The Eugene Bell Foundation

(3) In 1996 Steve established the Eugene Bell

Foundation to raise money for the distribution of relief grain

:n North Korea and in engage in other worthy projects. The

foundation was named after Steve's maternal grandfather, an

earl\ PCUS missionary pioneer and founder of the Christian

church in South Chul’la Province. The founding of such an

organization 10 honor one's ancestors was something both

North and South Koreans could understand and appreciate.

During its first year of operation, the Eugene Bell Foundation

as sent to North Korea thirty-five containers of food Each

container contained 20,000 pounds of grain. The foundation

has meticulously avoided all political or ideological issues.

(4). In September 1996 a reunion of the alumni of

the Pyeng Yang Foreign School (PYFS) was held in Black

Mountain/Montreat. PYFS was a boarding school for

missionary children in the major city in northern Korea

which was then under Japanese control. It attracted students

from all over Korea, Manchuria and North China. The school

was closed in 1940 as the war clouds of the coming conflict

between the United States and Japan began to gather. All the

faculty, staff, and student body were evacuated. The school

ne\er reopened Yet over 200 loyal sons and daughters with

their spouses and children attended the reunion of the school

Contributions to the Eugene Bell Foundation have made it

possible for the purchase of a diesel powered ambulance,
specially equipped for the harsh North Korean winters

Export and import permits have been secured. Dedicated at

the service on December 3, it will be shipped this month to

Dalian (formerly Darien in Manchuria) and hence to North
Korea. The ambulance is given with no strings attached to the

government and people of North Korea.

The Pyengyang Foreign School Connection

Nothing remains of the old buildings and property but a

number of alumni have long wanted to return to the site of

their old school in the North Korean capital Lasting ties of

friendship have persisted in spite of wars and ideological

conflict. The Christian movement had been strong in North
Korea and Pyengyang had been one of the largest centers of

missionary activity in the world. Earlier requests for visas had
been turned down. But the shipping of the ambulance
provided a new opportunity. Inquiries were made and word
was received that the North Korean government would
welcome the visit of a delegation of former PYFS students

which could accompany the good will gift of the ambulance
A dozen alumni have signed up for the trip, including four

members of our Association of Presbyterians in Cross

Cultural Mission: Sam and Eileen Moffett and Paul and
Sophie Crane. The visit will be of special significance for Dr
Moffett whose father was the pioneer missionary in

Pyengyang and for Dr. Crane whose father taught theology at

the Pyengyang Seminary.

On behalf of the PYFS alumni, the delegation will take

with them -the gift of a computer and special software for

medical diagnosis and for the training of doctors. Two
medical doctors in the group will be able to demonstrate the

equipment's usefulness.

The delegation is also preparing a picture album of the old

school with descriptions of what their parents and alumni

have done for the welfare of the Korean people. This will be

presented to the city officials.

Government officials know of the religious background
and commitment of the PYFS delegation and have expressed

surprise and wonderment that they would want to engage in

such acts of friendship after all these years to those who were

formerly the enemies of their country. The deleganon will

establish contact with the small Christian community in

Pyengyang and will visit the two Protestant and one Roman
Catholic church while they are in the city.

Where will this lead? Against the background of all

that has happened over the years, these are small steps yet

perhaps they will lead to more friendly arelationships and the

renewal of contacts with the Christians of North Korea





The First PYFS Delegation to North Korea

(the guide’s perspective)

Without a doubt, the first visit by former students of Pyongyang Foreign School to North

Korea was the most fun trip I have taken to the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea. It

was also a dream come true.

From the very first time I accompanied Dr. Billy Graham, and his son, Reverend Nelson

Graham to Pyongyang, I looked forward to the day when missionaries and their

descendants could return to the northern half of the Korean Peninsula. Because the

Graham family’s interest in Korea stemmed from Mrs. Ruth Graham’s school days in

Pyongyang, the Somervilles were a natural bridge to the foreign Christian community that

gave so much to Korea during the sixty odd years leading up to the evacuation.

Who would have imagined that a staunch socialist state like North Korea would ever

welcome people associated with a religious community? US Korea specialists in

academia, government, and the media are still shaking their heads in disbelief. The key to

this paradox lies in the fact that the people of the northern half of the peninsula are, above

all else, Korean through and through. Koreans traditionally transcend ideology for

friendship, and are usually open to foreigners who treat them with sincerity and respect.

Clearly, a half-century of communism has not changed the heart of the culture.

For my own part, I enjoyed watching our North Korean hosts come to grips with the

PYFS delegation. During the early application stage, I sensed a certain reluctance from

the North Koreans to take a chance on our visit. Once our group had finally arrived in

Pyongyang, however, the mood changed quickly from suspicion, to curiosity, and then to

whole-hearted acceptance. The PYFS delegation really challenged our hosts to re-think

their ideas about foreigners. After all, while China and Russia have long been allies, they

do not have expatriate communities in North Korea even remotely like the old

missionaries. I would like to think that, for the first time, North Koreans saw how much
non-Koreans can (without covetousness) love their land and their people.

Future PYFS visits should confirm the good impressions made by the first delegation.

North Koreans are in desperate need, and members of the PYFS family have already

expressed sympathy for the victims by donating medicines and vegetable seeds. The

North Koreans are already looking forward to Dr. John Wilson’s help with more

agricultural projects. Hopefully, a second trip can be timed to the arrival of a food

shipment so PYFS people can visit distribution points with representatives of the Eugene

Bell Foundation.

The PYFS family is quite unique in that is represents a century-old legacy of service now

respected in the North as well as the South. For this reason, PYFS involvement in food

distribution might encourage others, especially South Koreans, to give more aid. Even

more than food, trust is the rarest commodity on the Korean Peninsula, and I pray that the

PYFS family will continue to share its abundant supply.

Dr Steven Linton, 7336 Lindler Rd Columbia, MD 21046



The following are some brief comments from other members of the delegation who went to PY in January:

Ian Robb writes: Now North Korea has had three years of crop failures and the worst floods in its history

Almost abandoned by former allies, Russia and China, the people are all on half rations, with widespread

malnutrition. In Wonsan, where my parents once worked, people are eating roots from the hills. The

International Red Cross says that mass starvation is very likely this year unless ten million dollars of

additional food are sent immediately, and they have raised only one million. Our United Church is aware of

the situation, and has given a limited emergency donation. Rev. Nan Hudson, our E. Asia secretary was part

of an inter church delegation which visited N Korea last October They verified the crisis, and saw that aid

was being distributed fairly.

The association of the mission school which my two brothers and I attended in the capital, Pyengyang, over

60 years ago (PYFS) is deeply involved It has joined a coalition, the Eugene Bell Foundation, named after

a pioneer U S Presbyterian missionary, which has sent 35 containers of food in recent months I was

privileged to join their group, which went in January with a well equipped ambulance and other supplies

Nothing in S Korea, China, or in our media had prepared me for what I saw Pyengyang was totally

destroyed during the war Now it has been rebuilt. It is a city of immense and very beautiful buildings. I

have some photos and postcards to show downstairs. The strange thing is that there are very few cars,

bicycles or people on the streets, in contrast to the crowded cities of South Korea and China. Most country

folk have remained on the farms, and are indoors at work in the cold weather.

In a church without heat, children or youth, we met with Korean Christians The revered mother ofKim II

Sung, the founder of the country, was a Christian, so there is more hope for reconciliation between the

North and the one fourth Christian South.

Betty Linton, Steve’s mother writes as follows: Several things impressed me about North Korea.

l. The VIP treatment we got from the authorities. I didn't expect that. Courtesy, yes, but such special

treatment, No!

2 2. The apparent commitment to the party line by all those we met . including profession Christians It

was rather overwhelming.

3 The discipline of the North Koreans - from children on up Regimented might be a better word

4 A certain amount of shabbiness (buildings needing paint etc.) I was prepared for, but the extreme

cleanliness was impressive.

5 When I stopped over in South Korea on my way home I realized with a jolt the difference North Korea

is a “silent” country in comparison. In the South the teeming multitude is noisy and joyful. N.K. is

quiet.

Jim Linton, Steve’s brother writes:

I had the opportunity to travel to Tan Dong on the North Korean border, as well as, to Pyengyang. It was

quite a contrast between northern China and North Korea. North China was bleak and dirty, with no

greenery, but the people appeared to be well-fed, and commercially active. Tan Dong and Shen Yang were

filthy, but there was vibrant night life Communism was remote government theory, and everyone seemed

busy improving his own situation. Dealing with the Chinese officials reminded me of my years in South

Korea.

Pyengyang, on the other hand, had an opposite contrast. While the city was immaculate, and parks and

gardens were everywhere, the only merrymaking I witnessed was skating parties on the rivers. Everything

else was cold, formal, and highly organized

We were entertained with great generosity and I enjoyed my encounter with the six individuals assigned to

heb me with the ambulance Personal relations with these folks were easy and often fun, and I hope to meet

them again It was clear that some of the people we dealt with were very interested in the success of the

project.

I hope to have further opportunity to visit North Korea.



Princeton, NJ, February, 1997

Dear friends,

Our Russian Ilyushin plane (Koryo Air) touched down at Pyongyang on January 25, 1997, my father’s
birthday, 107 years to the day since he first stepped ashore In Korea. The first impressions were bleak
Nothing seemed the same except the frozen rice paddies outside the city, the solid ice on the Taldong
River, two of the old city gates, the pavilion on Peony Point, and the magpie nests in the trees.
Everything had changed since I left after graduating from Pyengyang Foreign School 62 years ago.

But we had not expected so warm a welcome. During our seven days with a party of 1 2, all of us with
some connection with old PYF$, we found the weather unexpectedly favorable. It was cold but crisp
and clear with no rain and one overnight snowfall, leaving two to four Inches on the ground. Our
accommodations in the big twin-towered tourist hotel were warm and our food In a country said to be
near starvation was tasty and amazingly Inexpensive-for seven days, an average of $50 apiece. We
traveled in a procession of six cranberry red Mecedes-Benzes, and our superb leader, Dr. Steve Linton,
negotiated a schedule open to just about everything we asked to visit.

The Foreign Minister himself gave us a sumptfcus farewell banquet complete with spectacular stage
show. We were proud of Virginia Somerville, who, representing Billy and Ruth Graham, spoke for us all

not only at the banquet, but on several other occasions. Dr. Steve Linton, who was making his

eighteenth visit to North Korea and who is well-known, respected and trusted there, acted as our official

interpreter, agent and delegation leader. His remarks before the Foreign Minister on the occasion of the

presentation of the ambulance, and at many other times, were well received.

True, we always traveled together, two of us in the rear seat of each vehicle with driver and guide in

front. We knew we were seeing what our hosts wanted us to see, but we saw a lot. Most memorable
for the two of us were the three open churches, the ubiquitous statues, the handsome old city gates, the

hill behind the old Presbyterian Mission property (which was now a high security area), the workers

marching In file before the 7 a.m. siren each weekday morning chanting political slogans, the relatively

empty streets except for long lines at bus stops, and the young women traffic cops with handsome new
winter uniforms. The lack of bustle and heavy traffic on the streets seemed so uncharacteristic of Aslan

cities. Oh, yes, we loved seeing the children on icy streets and rice paddies scooting along on high

wooden platform skates In squatting position propelled by icepick-llke thrusters.

We were treated with the greatest courtesy and thoughtfulness by our guides, who often reminded us:

"We are kind to old people." We were received graciously by officials of each Institution we visited -

historical museum, several hospitals, Kim ll-Sung University, The Great Hall of the People with its central

library collection and 600 study rooms, the birthplace of The Great Leader, Kim ll-Sung, representatives

of the Protestant and Roman Catholic Christian Associations, a kindergarten, two flower nurseries and a

Buddhist tempie 1 5 or 20 miles outside Pyengyang.

Our days were delightfully enlivened by the presence of three of Betty Linton's sons, Steve, James and

John. All of them speak effortless Korean to the delight and even amusement of our guides, who

enjoyed their jokes.

We were told that in addition to the three open churches, two Protestant and one Roman Catholic, there

are ten meeting places and five hundred house churches. It was a hopeful note on which to leave. The

mention of meeting places, which we guess may be former house churches now allowed and perhaps

recognized to be semi-public, may mean a loosening of the tight regulations restricting Christian

worship, one of the most grievous of which is the prohibition of all Christian education, including

baptisms and Sunday School instruction for anyone under 17 years of age.

Please pray for North Korea!

With the hope that more of you may be able to visit In the future, we send our sincere greetings to all

PYFSers,

Sam and Eileen Moffett



On arrival in Pyongyang January 25, 1997 via a Russian “Tupolev TUI 154 jet from

Beijing, we were immediately questioned as to our rank. When we said our group of 12 had no
rank, there was disbelief. How could they arrange seating in the six red Mercedes 1 90s in our

caravan? Who would sit where at meetings, and go first through the doors? We quickly and

arbitrarily assigned the first rank to Virginia Somerville, and the rest drifted on down the rank

line from there. The Billy Graham connection with an invitation to Ruth from the now departed

Great Leader, Kim II Sung, had opened the door for our visit. Dr. Stephen Linton had inspired us

when he spoke to the PYFS alumni about the need to place stones of friendship across the torrent

of hatred between the two Koreas, and perhaps someday a bridge might be built on these acts of

friendship.

Each car had a chauffeur and a “Keeper,” alias guide, in the front seat. Our passports

having been surrendered to Immigration, we felt as though we were prisoners of the system.

In the local Newspapers several large headlines daily begin with Widae han Kim Jong

II, Young Do Ja, Tong C 'hi Gasuh, which to North Koreans means much more than the English

translation Great. In the Korean/English dictionary meanings are Greatness, Mightiness,

Grandeur, Magnitude, Stupendous, Great Performer, Master Mind, a Great Man. Young Do Ja

translates as Leader, Guide, Director, followed by Tong c 'hi Gasuh, Comrade, honorable man
under whose banner we stand, like minded, kindred spirit. This mantra is said every time the

leader is mentioned..

There is an almost religious awe felt when using the honorifics, like the ancient Israelites

felt about use of the word for God. Unless one understands the mind set ofNorth Koreans you

miss the almost supernatural significance that is attached to the leadership, regardless of their

feet of clay. Our guide would lower his head and voice when he mentioned the great leader, as if

the earth trembles when he speaks, and the tides roll back when he walks on the shore.

My main impression was that Noirth Korea, unlike South Korea, has returned to a

Korean culture I knew as child in the 1920-30s and during my 22 years in Chonju in the 1940-

60s. Today in the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea people are isolated, in a closed society.

All long and short wave radio channels and TV are blocked except for limited local stations.

North Korea has adopted the Juche (Self reliance, adherence to traditional Hermit

Kingdom values of Neoconfucianism with a coating of communist ideology). They are proud of

their absence of the evils that corrupt cities like Seoul, or Washington, D.C. The leadership

resembles the ancient kings and the court with a communist vocabulary.

After almost total destruction by UN carpet bombing in 1951, Pyongyang has risen from

the ashes, with Russian financing, with row on row for high rise apartment buildings, many great

edifices, monuments, several large sports arenas, a modem subway system, and is in fact, a new

city oftwo million. We saw no private cars or taxies and few trucks on the streets. People were

standing in long lines waiting for the electric trolleys or walking to and from work.

After proper formalities, in private conversations, the Koreans we met were friendly, and

cordial, polite, as Koreans are generally. We only saw what they wanted us to see. Photos were

encouraged at scenic spots and taboo at other areas. Our briefweek made us realize that perhaps

we can lay stones of friendship on which to build a bridge of understanding.

Paul S. Crane, M.D. PYFS class of 1936, Co-chair of the Alumni Association
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Impressions of the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (DPRK)

In one week of a closely monitored guided “State Visit” how can one fairly evaluate to see if

there have been any changes, cracks in the stone wall of a thousand years of dictatorial

authoritarian Confucian monarchy. Is there a glimmer of hope to begin to see modifications, aret3^_

any real changes in the past 50 years^m what is a well-documented history the DPRK being a

government that has followed the traditional system of being a hermit kingdom, the most

reclusive, devious, secretive, doctrinaire and militant. Orthodoxy is absolute and heterodoxy is

condemned. However, on an individual personal basis, once the proper introductions and

relationships are established, people we met are friendly, hospitable, charming hosts, and

delightful. However, we noted that they are very careful not to discuss any political or sensitive

subjects. Will we see any evidence of change to a more open society?. North Koreans sse as

other traditional Koreans tend to love their friends and hate their enemies. Once you have an

enemy in your clutches any form of torture or even murder is considered appropriate. We must

also remember that the middle aged and older members of the society remember the terrible

carpet bombing of Pyongyang and all the other cities in North Korea during the tragic war of

1950-53, which they claim and continue to publish that the U.S.A. began. I was there, of course

this is not true. Having never seen or heard a counter report, what else can they believe? It is

hard not to see and feel the hatred of older Koreans toward us as Americans. It is hard for me not

to remember seeing the piles of civilians murdered in Chonju, many my former patients and

friends, piled like cordwood, some 3,000 outside the local jail in September 1950 as the

communist army was retreating to the north. Having spent a total of 31 years in Korea and lived

through the Korean War of 1950-53, and spent years as a surgeon helping to clean up the human

aftermath, I was eager to visit North Korea to see what the current situation is today with a new
i

generation of leaders too young for first hand memories of the years of horror.

1st level: Arriving at the Pyongyang airport January 25, 1997 for a 7- day visit. We flew

back to Beijing on February 1. Traveling on Koryo Airlines from Beijing to Pyongyang on an

ancient Russian jet “Tupolev TUI 54" that makes one scheduled round-trip to Beijing on

Saturday and on Tuesday each week. Only those granted a visa in Beijing may fly on Koryo

Airlines. It is not open to the general public. There is also one flight a week to Vladivostok, the
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only civilian air passenger service to Pyongyang, the capital of North Korea, The Democratic

Peoples’ Republic of Korea (DRJPK) we were told by our travel agent. No other flights are on

the travel agent’s computers. Imagine a city, with a population of 2 million, and this is also the

only air passenger service for Pyongyang and the 22 million inhabitants of the DPRK.
i

At immigration our passports are collected, and not returned until we passed through exit

procedures at the airport one week later. Without passports we were prisoners.

First problem: What is the rank of each of our 12-member group? A reply that we have

no rank is met with disbelief. We must have rank, for without it how can persons be put in their

proper order in the vehicles, photo lineups, reception lines, seating at tables, and in entering

buildings. To solve this problem we hastily and arbitrarily anointed the 12 members of our party

with rank. The trip had been approved by the DRPK because it was in response to an invitation

made by the late Great Leader, Kim II Sung, when the Rev. Billy Graham visited him on two

occasions. On the last visit Kim II Sung invited Billy Graham to return and be sure to bring his

wife, Ruth Bell Graham. The Great Leader died before this trip could be consummated, however,

the leadership of the DRPK still wished to fulfill the invitation of the late Leader, and invited

Ruth Graham to visit North Korea. Because of her delicate health, her younger sister, Virginia

Bell Somerville, and husband, John, were accepted in her place for the visit. Virginia Bell

Somerville and her husband Dr. John Somerville, Ph D. were thus anointed Rank No. 1, and our

other members were ranked arbitrarily with descending order. The caravan of six red Mercedes

190 s assembled and we departed the airport for the 25-mile ride into the city of Pyongyang to

the Koryo Hotel.

Our party represented three entities. First was the Billy Graham connection who helped

secure DPRK approval for the trip. (Having no diplomatic relations with North Korea,

Americans can only fly in to North Korea if the North Koreans issue a visa in their Beijing

Consulate. One small sheet North Korean visa with picture is slipped into the passport, not

attached to >t, and removed once you land in Pyongyang. No stamps are placed in the U.S.

passport. One Canadian in our group had no such complicated problems, and a regular visa was

stamped in his passport, Canada has relations with North Korea). Then there was the Eugene Bell

Centennial Foundation, named for an early pioneer Presbyterian missionary in Korea, great
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grandfather of Dr. Stephen Linton, Ph.D., who is president of the foundation. He has made 1 8

trips to the DRPK, twice as interpreter for Dr. Graham, and for a host of U.S. officials and

congress people His fluent Korean language skills have won him approval by the DPRK. This

foundation responded to a request for a fully equipped modem ambulance for the Red Cross

Hospital in Pyongyang. The Linton familyb interest in an ambulance and emergency medical

facilities stems from the tragic unnecessary death of the Rev. Hugh Linton, father, who

suffered a minor traffic accident in South Korea, resulting in a fractured ribl^which punctured the

lung causing an air leak, which collapsed theTung and formed a tension pneumothorax/which

was not recognized by local medics who sent him to a mission hospital 60 miles away and he

was dead on arrival. A simple needle and syringe to release the air pressure in the chest that

collapsed a lung would have saved his life. Thus the interest in trained emergency medical

service. One of the Linton brothers was largely responsible for equipping a modem GMC

ambulance with all the survival equipment and the monitoring electronics needed to contact an

emergency room of a hospital en route from an accident scene. The story of how this ambulance

survived shipping to Luta (Dairen), China in a container and being transported by rail to

Pyongyang past many bureaucratic and official blocks, and finally actually arriving in

Pyongyang in time for a formal presentation ceremony is a saga in itself..

On a brisk beautiful morning after our arrival, the keys to the ambulance whose white

body was decorated with a ribbon ofDPRK colors, purple and red, painted around the vehicle,

were handed to the Foreign Minister who also was the Deputy Prime Minister (No.4 in the

ranking, but actually the person who was in charge of the government. In his remarks the

Minister thanked the group for the vehicle, and then added that actually they hardly needed an

ambulance as there were no vehicle accidents in the DPRK. The scarcity of vehicles we saw in

t

our tour would tend to agree with the Minister’s remark.

After his remarks the ambulance was driven off to the Red Cross Hospital. We never saw

it again. The ambulance cost $70,000. And was funded by the Eugene Bell Centennial

Foundation and the Pyongyang Foreign School Alumni Association (PYFS).

Many of our group were more or less fluent in the Korean language having grown up in

Korea before WWII, or worked in Korea after WWII and some after the Korean War of 1950-53.
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Two in the group had Korean wives.

• •
^

The third interest was represented the Alumni Association of the Pyongyang Foreign
A

School of which over two hundred alumni are still living. This school, begun hufee 1900 was

closed, by approaching WWU in 1940 when' the U.S. Consulate in Seoul advised American

citizens to leave the country because of growing belligerence toward Americans in the Japanese

controlled country of Chosen (Korea). This group not only contributed toward the cost of the

ambulance but also purchased a large quantity of drugs for the treatment of tuberculosis. The

drugs not available in North Korea were purchased in Asia at a fraction of the cost of the same

drugs if purchased in the U.S. These drugs were delivered to the Vice Minister of Health.

Dr. John W. Wilson, M.D., Co-chair of the PYFS Alumni, whose home is in Black

Mountain, N.C., did not go on the trip, but prepared five jars with an evening blooming primrose

plant in each. He also prepared two persimmon trees, specially suited to cold climates. These

gifts were sent to the Dear Leader, ended up in the Botanical Gardens, and were greatly

appreciated by the leadership. It seems that the Dear Leader has a great interest in flowers.

’’Countries all over the world have sent beautiful flowers dedicated to the leaders. Our gift was

the first from the USA” and the first time the botanist had seen the evening blooming primroses.

A beautiful orchid had been developed in Indonesia to honor the Great departed Leader. A

brilliant red begonia has been developed in Indonesia to honor the Dear Leader, Kim Jong II, and

this flower represents him in frequent designs in carpets, mosaics, and flags. We also presented a

copy of “Flowers and Folklore From Far Korea” by Florence Hedleston Crane, my mother,

showing wild flowers of Korea, and how they are used medicinally and folklore about the

flowers. This now rare book was first printed in 1930 in Japan and more recently reprinted in

Seoul.
i

The Alumni group also prepared a history of PYFS with many class and other ancient

photographs, and had this booklet translated into Korean and presented to each of the officials we

met.

We were prepared by Dr. Linton that gifts were in order for each official whom we met

including the Dear Leader, whom we did not meet. We were told that gifts must be wrapped, and

different gifts must be given to each according to his rank. It is a faux pas to give the same type
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of gift to people of different ranks. A gift of a knife might indicate your wish to cut their throats

and is not kosher. At the end of our visit we were on the receiving end of gifts from the Dear

Leader, of Ginsing Liquor, and large mother-of-pearl inlaid lacquered vases, and elaborately

designed bed spreads. The No 1 rank in our group received a more precious gift of a carved jade

tea set, plus the usual ginsing liquor. Rank has it privileges. Unfortunately the DPRK has no

living Mark Russell* In the DPRK keep a straight face. This is no laughing matter. No one

survives who smiles at or laughs at the Leader.

We became even more aware of the Significance of the rank numbers when the press

reported not long after we had left North Korea, that on February 12th Mr. Hwang Jang Yop,

Rank No.26 in the DRPK, had defected to the South Korean consulate in Beijing with an

assistant, seeking asylum in South Korea. Mr. Hwang Jang Yop, was the guru of the Juche

philosophy of self reliance, a member of the Workers Party and Chairman of the Foreign Affairs

committee of the Supreme People’s Assembly, the legislature^and a relative/and former tutor of

the Dear Leader Kim Jong II. We were told in a whisper that he had lost out with the Dear Leader

and was about to be sacked. A few days later in Seoul Mr.Lee Han-Young, age 36, (no rank

given), but a nephew ofKim II Sung’s first wife who had previously defected to South Korea,

was shot in the head and said to be “brain dead.” He is reported to have shouted “Spies” as he

was being attacked by two men. This incident was first considered to be the work of North

Korean secret agents who used cartridges made in some central European country. However,

investigation turned up that he had a business operation in Pusan with some Russians in

transporting Asian prostitutes to Europe, and his wounding might have had nothing to do with

the political struggles between the two Koreas. We felt we had seen James Bond revisited.

Pyongyang has been totally rebuilt sincealmost totally destroyed in the 1951 carpet

bombing when the UN troops retreated to the South under heavy Chinese military pressure. The

new architecture is mainly Russian in style with rows on rows of skyscraper apartment buildings

.and massive public buildings. There is a huge victory arch with large numbers 1924 on one side

and 1945 on the other showing the length of struggle and eventual victory over the Japanese in

WWII as a result of the Great Leader Kim II Sung’s military efforts that brought about the

ultimate military victory over Japan. An interesting twist of history.
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In the center of the city at every intersection were police women dressed as blue dolls

with big fur collars and caps, and made up as beauty queens. Each had a baton that directed the

infrequent traffic. Each stood on a blue box and went through a ballet step as she pirouetted

about pointing her baton in the direction we-should go. No traffic lights were in use. We saw no

taxies, or other sedans except official Mercedes. Even trucks were infrequent. Bicycles were

banned from the center city, and there were long lines of people standing silently waiting for

electric trolly buses that came infrequently.

Later we rode an elevator to the top, of the Juche monument on the south bank of the

Taidong River, which offered a spectacular view of Pyongyang. The skyline was dominated by a

huge triangular hotel building, never finished. It was a casualty of the end of the cold war, when

Russia discontinued its financial aid to the DRRK.

Our twin tower Koryo hotel was 34 stories tall. Lights in the corridors were turned off (

as well as the escalators) when not in use.. From our hotel room the streets were dark at night to

save electricity. In a ten minute period I counted six cars pass the major intersection beneath our

room. Our hotel rooms were equipped with hot showers, modem plumbing, and electric heat.

Each room had a color TV and telephones. Only 2 local channels were available on TV. My

shortwave and long wave radio signals were all blocked except for a local station. Large glass

windows opened to the outside, without screens, in case you wanted to jump. In the large dining

room there were few other guests. Meals at the hotel were generous, but limited in variety. Our

guides or keepers were always waiting for us when we came down from our rooms. We could

not go for a walk outside without them.

Although the streets about the downtown area of Pyongyang were almost deserted, when

some of our group toured the subway system, they rode an escalator down very steeply some 100

feet before arriving at a very clean modem subway system, no grafitti, and here they saw many

people of all ages. This seems to be the favorite manner of travel for ordinary people. A city 100

ft. underground makes a very good air raid shelter even from atomic bombs.

During our visit we had two seven-course banquets in one of several private dining rooms

at our hotel. One feast was given by a head of the food relief distribution department- We were

waited on by young women in long flowing pink Korean traditional dress. All young women
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working in the hotel and elsewhere seemed to have been picked from former beauty queen line

w'rt^
ups. No uglies need apply. At the end of our visit we responded^ farewell feast for our keepers

and hosts. Tables were furnished with beer, wine and liquor at each place. Waitresses were as

usual in beautiful flowing pink traditional dress.

We were warned by our keepers that the South Korean CIA frequently generates

malicious gossip about the Dfi^RK regime and the Dear Leader. One such “evil gossip,” no

doubt, was that the Dear Leader has a passion for beautiful young women, and even imports

them from Sweden for his pleasure. Another “himor” had it that the Dear Leader killed the Great

Leader when he felt he would be bypassed by his younger brother as the successor to the number

1. Rank.. No doubt those devilish South Korean CIA rumormongers again. We saw only two

young attractive foreign women at the hotel, dancers, practicing for a show we were told. They

were of interest to some of the younger male set in our party. No way to know fact from fiction,

but it does raise a little question. The Dear Leader never showed himself during our stay. He was

in official mourning for his late father for three years, the traditional Korean time for mourning a

father. This period will be up in the summer of 1997. It will be interesting what happens then?

The English translation used for the Great Leader
,
Kim II Sung, and his son, the Dear

Leader Kim Jong II, do not begin to express in English the true meaning of the Korean titles used

for these two. From my Korean/English dictionary I found the more accurate translations to the

titles of the leaders. We Tai Han
,
the preface used each time the great ones are mentioned, for

both leaders means not just Great, but Greatness, Mightiness, Grandeur, Magnitude, Stupendous,

Grand Performer, Master Mind, a Great Man. The second adjective used always is Young Do Ja,

Leader, guide, director, then comes the name, followed by Tong C'hi Gasuh, translates to

Comrade, we honorable men under his banner, like minded, kindred spirits. In essence their

names make the earth tremble, and put all persons in awe. This is what the Chosen people of the

DPRK seem to mean when they invoke the names of their leaders, they lower their voices in

reverence when the Leaders, either paoo ed or present, are referred to. It seems almost the way the

ancient Israelites did everything to avoid invoking the name of their God. There is thus an almost

religious quality to these prefixes, similar to words used for God Almighty. Unless one

understands these grand powerful honorifics, one may fail to get into the North Korean mind set.
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Our keepers seemed to tremble and lowered their voices when using the terms of the great ones.

The D£RK does not classify itself as the Han country as the south does. The word

Chosen is their name. In the Democratic Peoples Republic their language is, Chosen mal, they

are Chosen Sardam. Chosen comes from the'Choson Dynasty, 1395-1910. Some say their roots

go back to the Koryo Dynasty. We never heard Tai Han used in the DPRK.

In the South people are Hankuk Sardam Their government and country is the People of

the Great Han, Tai Han Minguk, the word Han is used to describe their country, language and

culture. The word Han derives from the Han Dynasty that ruled China from 207 B.C. to 220

A.D. during which time there was a revival of bureaucratic government, learning, and the

penetration of Buddhism. Hankuk as used south of the 38
th
parallel is never used or mentioned in

the North, and visa versa.

We were warned that it was absolutely taboo for visitors to make any mention of the

Korean war or the period from 1950-53. It is not a subject open for discussion. You can talk

about most anything else including the American bombing of Pyongyang in 195 1 and how the

United States started the Korean War in 1950 and prevented the Great Leader Kim II Sung from

uniting the country under communism. Pyongyang was rebuilt to be the capital of all Korea since

“all the world is now recognizing that Korea’s capitol is centered in Pyongyang. Even Uganda,

Zambia, Iran, and Lybia recognize this truth.”

Each day we were scheduled to visit important historic places, such as

the Great Leader’s birthplace, that of his parents, their grave sites, the mission school he once

attended. His mother was said to be a Christian. In honor of her he had a small Protestant church

built. We worshiped there Sunday morning with some 30 members. We were not allowed to

talk with any of them after the service. We visited a second church, built with gifts from
i

American Protestant groups, it was not in session. We were told there are some 500 “house

churches.” We did not get to visit any. One day we visited the Potong Mun (Ordinary or East

Gate), and the Taidong Mun, (Taidong River Gate), two ancient gates, rebuilt since the war. The

remains of the old city wall was on a low hill behind the former Pyongyang Foreign School.

This area was now heavily guarded with machine-gun groups, and we were not allowed to go

near it, or take pictures. The area was said to be the most sensitive military site. Visitors to
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Pyongyang during the briefUN occupation in the fall of 1950, including several missionaries,

reported they had entered a bunker 100 feet below the surface of one of the missionary homes in

this area.

At a museum we saw the anchor chains 'and a canon from the ill fated “General

Sherman,” a trading vessel that tried to breach Korea’s isolation in July 1866 by steaming up the

Taidong River. It was grounded when the 30 ft. tide receded, and was set afire and all the crew

including the passenger, the Rev. Robert J. Thomas, working for the Bible society, was executed

on the river bank. We were told that the ship ftad taken hostages, had some black sailors who

frightened the people, and the crew acted in an arrogant manner with officials who came to

investigate the ship’s arrival as it came up the river. Koreans had never seen a ship so large, and

this illegal entry infuriated the citizens of Pyongyang and they burned the ship and killed its

crew for violating the sacred land of Chosen. All of Korea was then, and North Korea still today,

seems to have the hermit kingdom mentality.

We visited the mammoth white marble pyramid tomb to Tanggun, the “founder of

Korea,” some 25 miles out of Pyorigyung, reached by climbing 289 marble steps to the site

which is guarded by four huge white marble tigers. On a nearby hill we visited some ancient

dolmans, of the northern type (a large flat stone perched atop upright flat stones similar to

dolmans found across Europe and England).

It is an interesting slip of history, that Kija escaped from China and built Pyongyang and

gave the name of the area Chosen. His temple with a grave containing only his big toe according

to the legend, was wiped out by the DPRK. They have erased his memory from official history.

The present leadership seem to have no memory of having destroyed his grave, or who he was,

he does not exist in their official history. We noted several leaders whom we met had a penchant

for selective memories of history and convenient forgetting.

On a snowy day we visited a rebuilt Buddhist temple near the city, where the

priest proudly showed a stone tablet damaged by an American bomb. Only one priest was at the

temple, but it, like the small Christian flocks, demonstrated the regime’s openness to religious

traditions in this very limited way, perhaps as a token to impress their liberal minded admirers

from abroad.
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On the return trip to Pyongyang we passed some military barracks, dug in the ground

with thatch roofs, no windows. Soldiers worked about them rebuilding dykes around rice fields.

They looked cold. Evidently some military units are used for construction/work. Korean males

are drafted into the army at age 15 and serve for five years. These were the only military we saw

except for several high ranking officers who rode first class on the same plane with us to Beijing.

However, the few soldiers we saw and civilians were well bundled up in parkas and felt or fur

caps, and boots.

We visited three hospitals ir) Pyongyang. One 100-bed hospital/was built in the

“diplomatic residential area,” was empty of patients, and little or no activity was going on. We

saw no patients, but were showed one single “luxury” room. The Kim Man Yu Hospital, 1000-

beds, built with a gift from a wealthy Korean living in Japan. Here we saw more activity, but the

equipment, scans, radiology equipment etc. appeared to be from a former generation. Some of

the equipment was made in Russia we were told. Traditional Oriental medicine with acupuncture

was used jointly with “modem” medicine. A third hospital, 500-bed maternity hospital, we

actually saw infants in the newborn nursery. The nursery had no inhalation equipment. A special

nursery had three sets of triplets. Triplets are greatly treasured by the Great Leader, and they and

their mothers stay in the hospital for three months postpartum. The mother is given a gold ring,

and the children can go to the special school for the children of martyrs. Normal deliveries were

hospitalized 6 days on the average we were told. Vertical incisions were made for Caesarean

deliveries. The hospital was spotless, and the elevators almost stopped even with the floors.

Here for the first time we actually saw a working hospital. We were never taken to see the Red

Cross hospital or the ambulance we brought..

Juche, or the self reliance doctrine was expressed frequently. It means Koreans can take care

of all their own problems without outside help. Juche also seemed to mean doing things the

traditional Korean way. No toadying up to foreigners. Keep the ancient Confucian traditions pure

from barbarian foreign influences, except since WWII the culture was reddened by the communist

philosophy, which is actually not too far from the ancient Korean philosophy of absolute loyalty

and obedience to the ruler, with no thought contrary to the ruler’s thought is tolerated, with torture

and death to any independent minded subject. Death to all traitors.
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At a meeting with the Vice-Minister of Reliefwe were told that while serious food shortages

occurred last year, starvation was now under control and would not be a problem this next year. We

heard from other sources that the starvation and food shortage reported in the US had been greatly

exaggerated by relief agencies. We did not visit the Whanghaido province where starvation has

been reported.

We were shown no reports of measurements of malnourished children or adults. We saw no

studies of the Asacaris (round worm infestation, that weigh^C 4 gms. each and eats its weight in food
r

every day, thus an infestation of 1000 worms, not unusual'number, would eat 4 kg. a day adding to
A

severe malnutrition and malaise. We were shown no reports ofNecatur (hookworm infestation that

eats one gram of blood a day and eventually causes severe anemia and weakness and swelling) and

would adversely affect those weakened by malnutrition. In and around Pyongyang we did not see

anyone showing signs of malnutrition or starvation. We were told that stomach cancer was a

common problem in North Korea as it is also in South Korea. Patients with stomach cancer also look

like starvation cases. Some credible data is urgently needed on this whole matter of food in North

Korea. Some inspection is necessary to see how the donated food is distributed, and to whom. Some

reports have said the military has large quantities of food stored against an invasion into the South.

In view of this total lack of easily collectable physical data from the “starvation” areas, it is

disturbing but hard to believe that there is a major food crisis in North Korea, Until some positive

independent scientific data is forthcoming one cannot help but question the wisdom of making

further food shipments at this time to North Korea. The Eugene Bell Centennial Foundation sent

some 35 containers with 20 tons each of rice to the area hardest hit by the floods in 1996. We heard

no mention of this gift from the leadership.

One day we saw a ballet of rather violent propaganda and warlike music targeting the

Japanese, and supposedly all foreign enemies. One chilling visit was to the “Children’s Palace”

where we visited classrooms of children from 2 years on up to 4 being trained in rooms under

absolute control. In one room all the children were sitting in little chairs facing the teacher. When

our group entered not one child turned around to see us. When the teacher pointed to a child he

promptly stood up, turned around, and gave a shouted speech. A little girl when pointed to by the

teacher stood up, turned around and sang a song. The children acted like robots, and jumped to
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attention when the teacher spoke. The children spend six days a week in the Palace and only go

home to see their parents on weekends. The parents are working.

We visited Kim II Sung University, and were met by Vice president Choe Jang Ryong who

presented us with a gold-plated medallion of the university.. We saw some students marching in

tight groups in military formation along halls and outside the buildings. The University was not in

session we were told. There are 15 colleges and universities on the map of Pyongyang. There was

not a sound of laughter from any groups ofyoung people we saw. People we passed did not look at

us. We were not allowed to visit any of the students or professors.
r

One impressive building was the great Study Hall of the People, in a huge marble high

ceiling unheated building with Oriental tile roofs. Many young people were attending lectures,

reading, and taking notes. Books were called up electronically, and they seemed to have a good

catalogue system. The librarian claimed there were 300 million volumes in the library. When we

questioned the number, she reaffirmed it soundly. Students over 16 and adults have access to the

building. Several English books we requested were produced, and had come from some

missionary’s library. Other well-know modem English books they did not have.

In our next to last evening we were invited to a “special place for a banquet.” It turned out

to be the Dear Leaders reception palace. Our chauffeurs and keepers had never seen it before, they

said, and missed the winding road into a blank wall which suddenly slid open and we drove into an

enclosure surrounded by high walls. The building was massive, with high ceilings, mirrors around

the walls; on two great walls in the reception area ,some 20 x 40 ft, we estimated, were color slides

of tulips and pheasants and deer covering each wall. Overstuffed chairs lined the walls. After

greetings, we were le^ into another massive dinning area with more high ceilings and mirrors and

a large stage. After another 7-course banquet, ( The menu consisted of Roast Turkey, Scallop &

cuttlefish with sesame juice, Pear & Chestnut salad, Shiumddok, Milk Bread, Kimchi, Mushroom

soup, Fried Rice, Steamed fish with seasoning. Steamed beef ribs, Roast crab with sauce, Colored

cake, fruit and Insam tea) then a symphony orchestra suddenly appeared with a full show of female

dancing, and singing and flashing computer controlled lights and colors to entertain the group.

Ll) P-V^
Songs especially for the American guests .was the singing of “Clemantine” and “Aloha.” Dancing

was professional with frequent on-stage costume changes^ all to music. We were told that the Great
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Leader had personally designed the sexy costumes. All the young women seemed to have been

beauty queens, and the staging and computer lights were also designed by the Dear Leader we were

told. One bit of comic relief was a rat running in the crevices between mirrors on the ceiling.

At each entrance to the dining hall stood secret service types in civilian suits with bulges.

No military uniforms were seen. When asked where the Dear Leader lived, we were told he ’’lived

among the people.” Supposedly this magnificent area was his place among the “common folk” for

entertaining visitors. The opulence was a bit overwhelming in a spartan land where starvation has

been reported. We do not know whether the Dear Leader lived in this mansion or merely used it to
r

entertain foreign visitors and for special occasions. It seemed a bit much, if in fact there was

starvation nearby. The quarters for the Communist Dear Leader reminded one of the lavish regalia

of the Emperors of China and potentates in Africa.

In conclusion^ North Korea reminds one more of the Chosen or perhaps even Koryo

Dynasties. The Hermit Kingdom lives closed from the outside world as they try to maintain today

the ancient traditions. Korea never asked to be “opened” to foreigners and resisted attempts at

foreign landings until the gunboat diplomacy of France and America forced them in the 1800s to

open doors. The Japanese took advantage and took over Korea in 1 9 1 0 and only left after their defeat

in 1945 at the end of WW D. The early Catholic missionaries entered Korea in the 1700s- 1800 and

the Protestants followed in the late 1800s. They established a strong Christian presence, so that by

the 1930s Pyongyang had 10% of its population Protestant Christians. This intrusion was resisted

by the Tonghaks, (Eastern Learning). The Chosen yangbans, or landed gentry, wanted to keep their

Confucian heritage, virtues, family and clan ties, and rites of ancestor worship and keep closed their

borders to all foreigners. China was a distant “elder brother” who handled their foreign affairs, but

did not otherwise molest them except for the yearly pilgrimage with tribute to Peking and obeisance

before the Emperor of the Center of the Universe, China. The Japanese are still the hated barbarians

who invaded their country, took it over, and Japanized the land for 35 years until they were

destroyed by World War II and the Great Leader of the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea

(DPRK). Amen, Hallelujah!

Three of us had a private meeting with the Russian Ambassador Valery I. Denisov, PhD and

his Counselor Vladimir I. Azaroushkinin at the large embassy of the Russian Federation to the
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DPRK. He was a middle-aged professional diplomat, jolly, spoke perfect English and Korean. He
. . ,

hMJLA-l TO
said we, the Russians and Americans, are all in the same boat with these people. Without money to

give them, they hate us. Our sources say the food situation and reports of starvation are greatly

exaggerated. The old guard military and committed communists do not trust the young; 5 5 year old^

Dear Leader, and hate South Korea and America, and some may still have dreams of uniting the

peninsula under communism. While we sipped beer with the Russians, the others in the group rested

or visited the beautifully clean, deep underground subway system..

The controlled press, The Pyongyang Times, (in English) and the Workers Press, (in

Korean) recently suggested in the December 28, 1996 issue, in a headline article, that some form of

“Confederation is the best way to Korea’s unification” The President of Equatorial Guinea, Obiang

Neugema Mbasogo, has supported this solution according to the above article. However, the North

Koreans point to their lack of crime, drugs, and social evils to support their rigid system. Why

would they want to change their ways for the corruption or the “failing economy” in South Korea,

or the violence in Washington, D.C. or the rank capitalism in Beijing, One guide claimed the south

has recently been^itaHarge tank-trap type of wall across the front line with the South. The South

is mentioned only as ”a failing corrupt running dog of the Americans filled with crime^violence and

bankruptcy.” America is blamed for most of Korea’s problems, and their ’’puppet regime in the

South.” The President of South Korea (the Republic of Korea), is referred to by officials in

Pyongyang as the American puppet president All negative reports about the DPRK regime “are

passed off as rumors hashed up by the South Korean intelligence community,” we were told on

several occasions.

One ofmy deep impressions of our visit to the DPRK is that it is a humorless country, run

by fear, and suspicion of foreigners and each other. At every meeting or conversation someone was

busily taking notes of what was said by whom. Some secret committee would no doubt study these

notes and make drastic decisions if they found them not politically correct. North Korea seems to

me to be the ultimate end point of “Political Correctness”with the government controlling everything

and everyone. This cap on free expression has a deadening effect on humor or levity. All statements

were straight serious, and might have to be defended before some committee of thought control. We

left our ’’imprisonment” in the North with the firm impression that the leadership in North Korea
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seems to want to be isolated, and closed.

Having spent an evening in the luxury in which the Dear Leader lives in his “secret place

among the people” makes one wonder how unpredictable the future may be. Our guide mentioned

the one million soldiers on the front ready to unify the peninsula. He mentioned how angry people

were at the Americans for recently building a tank trap across the dividing line.

The Dear Leader has remained in mourning for his father for three years in the traditional

manner, and does not see foreign visitors. He was seen several times on local TV inspecting the new

port being built at Nampo at the mouth of the Taidong River. He was prone to give instant

instructions for modifications. Those standing about were busily writing down his instructions. The

three years of mourning will be up in the summer of 1 997/ffie question/is^will anything change or

will the (DJ^PRK) remain as it is
?
a hermit nation for the present until some future generation dares

express the word FREEDOM! The recent incident of the North Korean submarine running aground

off the east coast of South Korea, and the fact that the crew were shot in the head by their own

leader was never mentioned in the press or by anyone we met.

At present their large military establishment suggests a coiled viper ready to strike if

taunted, or pushed too far too fast. We left North Korea with the distinct feeling that the Korean

peninsula might once again become the spark to set off a war in Asia.

Perhaps the simple idea of Stephen Linton is best: that we "place stones of friendship across

the torrent of hatred that isolates North Korea, and maybe someday be able to build a bridge of

peace on these stones of kindness and humanitarian assistance.” Perhaps even the less than

enthusiastic reception given to the gift of the ambulance and the more acceptable gift of the evening

blooming primroses may be such stones of friendship and eventual peace. Flowers may have more

effect on the Dear Leader than guns. The Dear Leader is impressed with flowers. With the coming

of Spring may the beautiful song, Aidedung and the world famous waterfalls of the Diamond

t m
i

Mountains flush out the hatred and suspicion, bring about the urgently desired reuniting of the too

long divided families, and the end to death and bitterness that has so poisoned the land. MANSE1\

May a United Korea live in peace ten thousand years!
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PYONGYANG, JANUARY 31 (KCNA) - AN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE JUCHE
IDEA WILL SOON BE HELD IN TOKYO UNDER THE TITLE "INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON 21 ST CENTURY AND POSITION OF HUMANKIND" ON THE OCCASION
OF THE 55TH BIRTHDAY OF THE GREAT LEADER COMRADE KIM JONG IL. IT WILL
DISCUSS THE URGENT THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PROBLEMS ARISING IN

DEFENDING THE INDEPENDENCE FOR THE WORLD PEOPLE AND BUILDING A NEW
WORLD, PEACEFUL AND PROSPEROUS, ON THE BASIS OF THE GREAT JUCHE IDEA.

MANY FIGURES OF POLITICAL, PUBLIC AND ACADEMIC CIRCLES AS WELL AS
DELEGATIONS AND DELEGATES FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES AND INTERNATIONAL
AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WILL BE PRESENT AT THE SYMPOSIUM.

invariable hostile poiicy toward DPRK

PYONGYANG, JANUARY 31 (KCNA) - THE NEW U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
COHEN, AT A RECENT HEARING OF THE SENATE ARMED FORECES COMMITTEE
VOCIFERATED ABOUT THE NECESSITY OF U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE AND
INDISPENSIBILITY OF EXPANDING U.S. SECURITY ENGAGEMENT IN EAST ASIA,

ALLEGEDLY TO COPE WITH "THREAT" FROM THE DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF KOREA. COMMENTING ON THIS FACT, RODONG SINMUN TODAY SAYS IT IS AN
EXTENSION OF THE ANTI-DPRK HOSTILE POLICY OF THE U.S. CONSERVATIVE
HARDLINERS WHO HAVE TRIED TO STIFLE IT, HATING THE DPRK-U.S. AGREED
FRAMEWORK. THE NEWS ANALYST GOES ON: IT IS NONSENSICAL FOR THE U.S.

CONSERVATIVE HARDLINERS TO TALK ABOUT "THREAT" FROM THE DPRK. THEY
INTEND TO CARRY OUT A MILITARY ADVENTURE WITH A FALSE EXCUSE. THAT IS

WHY THEY CALL FOR THE "EXPANSION OF SECURITY ENGAGEMENT," BY WHICH
THEY MEAN A COLLECTIVE ARMED ATTACK. IT IS NOT THE DPRK BUT THE UNITED
STATES THAT CREATES THREAT IN EAST ASIA. IT IS FOOLISH TO TRY TO CONVINCE
PEOPLE OF THE "NECESSITY" OF U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE ON THE PRETEXT OF
THE DPRK'S "THREAT". THE RECENT REMARKS OF THE U.S. SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE ARE INTENDED TO SET IN MOTION MILITARY STRENGTH IN A RACE TO
ESTABLISH DOMINATION OVER ASIA. THE INTENTION OF THE U.S. CONSERVATIVE
HARDLINERS TO STIFLE THE DPRK BY STRENGTH AND DOMINATE ASIA REMAINS
UNCHANGED. THEY MUST GIVE UP THE HOSTILE POLICY TOWARD THE DPRK AND
THE WILD AMBITION TO DOMINATE ASIA, AS DEMANDED BY THE WORLD
PEACE-LOVING PEOPLE.

Foreign Minister meets guests from U.S.

PYONGYANG, JANUARY 31 (KCNA) - VICE-PREMIER KIM YONG NAM, WHO IS

CONCURRENTLY FOREIGN MINISTER, MET AND HAD A CORDIAL TALK WITH VIRGINIA

SOMERVILLE, A SISTER-IN-LAW OF U.S. RELIGIOUS LEADER BILLY GRAHAM, AND
HER PARTY AT THEfltfiANSUDAE ASSEMBLY HALL/ ON THURSDAY. THE GROUP ARE
ON A VISIT TO KOREA FROM JAN. 25. THEY SAIDT>IEY SPENT GOOD DAYS STAYING
IN KOREA AS THE REV. BILLY GRAHAM HAD DONE/LAST TIME WHEN THE GREAT
LEADER COMRADE KIM IL SUNG RECEIVED HIM AND DID HIM GREAT FAVORS. THE

MINISTER GAVE A DINNER FOR THE GUESTS.

A/o-jil





March 4, 1997

Dear PYFS Alumni,

Exciting news!! The recent trip of PY people to Pyongyang was so
successful that the North Koreans have issued an invitation for
more to return. Plans are under way for an April and a September
trip

!

April Trip : The North Koreans now admit to a serious food
shortage and the April trip will focus primarily on vegetable
seeds, TB drugs (isoniazid)

,
and food. The Eugene' Bell Centennial

Foundation hopes to take 100 tons of food and we plan to use some
of our PYFS funds toward that shipment . At present we have about
$6,500 in the PYFS Project Fund. By purchasing corn and wheat
flour in China, there will be considerable savings on shipping
costs, so a much larger amount of food can be sent.

In the meanwhile, after talking to Minister Han Song Ryol of the
DPRK Mission to the United Nations in New York, I contacted the
Dorsing Seed Co, in Nyssa, Oregon, and they have already donated,
without charge, over 600 pounds of lettuce and spinach seed which
are now on their way. Minister Han said, "Please send us spinach
and lettuce seed- -enough to give some to 1 million farmers --

something they can grow now until the barley and rice harvest is
ready." I will contact other seed companies for the April trip
and hope to obtain seed that will be appropriate for the North
Korean growing season.

The September Trip will (at the request of the North
Koreans) emphasize TB drugs, X-ray film, and, possibly, a mobile
TB vehicle (if we can find one) . Since tuberculosis is aggravated
by poor nutrition we are anxious to do what we can to help them
with this potential problem.

Any of you interested in either the April or the September trip
call Andy Linton, 704-669-0117. The total cost of the last trip,
including hotel and meals in Pyongyang, was about $2,500 per person.

Comments about the recent trip : Steve Linton said the recent
trip of seven PY alumni and five Lintons was the most successful
of all the 18 trips he had made to North Korea. At first the
officials did not know what to think of this group of senior
citizens, but, by the end of the week, they were so impressed

that they wanted another delegation.

Our major gift to the North Korean people was $5,000 worth of
T.B. drugs (Rifampin) . The Ruth and Billy Graham Children's
Hospital Foundation contributed $1,500 amd our PYFS Project Fund
contributed $3,500.

Our gift of kam (persimmon) trees (able to tolerate the cold
weather of Pyongyang) and 5 evening primrose plants (which put on

a spectacular display at dusk in June and July) was a real hit

with the Koreans. The officials said they had received plants
from over 100 countries, but this was the first from the United
States

.



We also prepared a photo album of PYFS, giving a pictorial view
of the school and of the mission work done primarily in
Pyongyang. Most of the pictures came from old Kulsis and from an
assortment of pictures sent by some of you and from a collection
of Virginia Somerville. A local Korean professor and Korean
minister translated this into Korean. The professor felt this was
an important historical document that might help the North
Koreans learn something about the old school and mission work. If
any of you are interested in receiving a copy of this album, they
are available at cost: $20.00 plus $3.00 postage.

We have finally completed our set of Kulis, 1925-1940. Sam
Moffett sent the missing issue this week. They will be stored at
the Presbyterian Department of History in Montreat. If any of you
have old pictures, albums or books concerning mission work in
Korea, we would be glad to receive them and donate them to the
Dept, of History for safekeeping. We would especially like to
find a picture of the old Chang Duk School in Pyongyang which was
started by Dr. Moffett (or Dr. Baird) . The North Koreans have
restored this school as a showplace where Kim II Sung went to
school. Someone has apparently chiseled off the founder's name
from the monument in front of the school, and we need proof of
its origin. We would like to include this in the album to be
taken in April

.

We will need more donations for the September trip. You can send
donations to Helen Lopez -Fresquet (Peedie Bigger) , A-l Lynx
Circle, Black Mountain, NC 28711. Make out your check to the
Eugene Bell Centennial Foundation (EBCF is OK) , and designate it

for "The PYFS Project." The local PY Alumni Assoc, has a second
account for mailing expenses, etc. If a few of you can send $5.00
or $10.00 to this "PYFS Alumni Account," we will be able to

continue to send you information. (It costs about $80.00 to send

a mailing to all 250 of you. The small print of this material is

an effort to avoid a second stamp!)

Sincerely,

John K. Wilson, co-chairman

PYFS Alumni Association

207 Rhododendron Ave.. Black

Black Mountain, N.C. 2871

1

Phone 704 669 2841

PS. If any ofyou have mailing addresses for any of the following please send to Mariella Provost, 106

Ridge St. P.O. Box 38, Black Mountain, N.C. 28711.

Winn Erdman, Susan Blair Macy, Eleanor Winn Creswell, William S. Berst, Jean Parker McMurphy, Jean

Ross Morrison, F Sanders Campbell, Jonathan Kidder and Helen McFadyen Oboie Thanks.
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Tel • Fox: 704 • 669 • 2355

May 22, 1997

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Hugh Moffett '

150 Leabrook Lane

Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Dr. and Mrs. Moffett:

On behalf of the Eugene Bell Centennial Foundation, I am pleased to enclose our Spring report describing our major

activities through early April of this year. As our activities have progressed further than indicated in the report (which was

printed in late March), this letter will bring you up to date.

During 1997, we have continued to focus on famine relief. In an effort to more thoroughly monitor delivery of oui food

shipments, this year we have elected to be more directly involved in the process even though this will require greater travel

on our part. Consequently, in late April, EBCF representatives traveled to North Korea to observe delivery of 27 freight

cars of com (1620 tons). Each fifty kilogram bag of com was printed with the Korean words "Hwa Hae" which mean

reconciliation and EBCF's logo of two people in a boat. We were gratified to find the North Koreans cooperative in

responding to our requests to spot check areas receiving our shipments. We have ordered another 1 500 tons for a targeted

delivery date of early June, and we expect to order another 1000 - 1 500 tons within the next month. This is just a drop in the

bucket compared with the 2 million tons of food that North Korea is estimated to need.

We were also accompanied on this trip by members of the Pyongyang Foreign School (PYFS) Alumni group who have been

working with us on agricultural and medical projects. Jointly with the PYFS group, we delivered prototype greenhouses to

Pyongyang. The greenhouses were well received and we were granted preliminary approval to proceed with a pilot project

to provide greenhouses to Huichon and other locations. We are currently researching better sources for the raw materials to

make these greenhouses and hope to secure supplies for 500 greenhouses to be delivered this fall. We also hope to send a

supply of vegetable seeds adequate to supply these greenhouses for the winter.

To follow a donation of medicine given by the PYFS group in January, in April we delivered to the Red Cross Hospital in

Pyongyang $50,000 worth of tuberculosis medicine donated by the Korea United Pharmaceutical Company through Yonsei

University'. We are working with the Red Cross Hospital and the Ministry of Health to explore ways of becoming more

directly involved in the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis and hope to initiate a preventive health care medical project

later this summer.

Between our visit to deliver the ambulance in January, and our return in April, we noticed a marked change for the worse in

the overall humanitarian situation of the North Korean people. While we cannot confirm directly the worst of the horror

stories, we do know that the food situation is very dire. The North Koreans themselves have indicated how bad things are

by saying that a dollar of assistance now is worth ten dollars of assistance later. Agricultural experts agree that the worst

suffering will be between now and the end of June when the first crops can be harvested.

On behalf of the Eugene Bell Centennial Foundation, I thank you for your support so far which has made all of our efforts

possible. What we have done with our Father's blessing and your prayers and partnership has been significant and will have

eternal value. But the needs are so great. ..there is so much yet that needs to be done. I trust we can count on you to partner

with us in this continued work.

Sinrerelv

Stephen W. Linton

Chairman





Pyongyang Foreign School

Alumni Association

February 25, 1998

Dear PYFS Alumni:

Happy New Year! May 1998 be a good one for you

and yours! We want to report on recent activities of

the PYFS Alumni Association and to enlist your

continued support for relief efforts in North Korea.

Two PYFS groups returned to North Korea in 1997.

The January trip was primarily an exploratory first

venture into North Korea. The April visit, more of

a working trip, introduced greenhouses (see below).

Also Ruth Graham returned in September in re-

sponse to an invitation extended by the Great

Leader Kim 1 1 Sung before he died.

PYFS alumni continue to work with the Eugene

Bell Centennial Foundation (EBCF), primarily with

the greenhouse and the tuberculosis projects. These

programs are going well.

The trips to North Korea are worked out through

EBCF. Although future visits by PYFS alumni may
be possible, it is unlikely that large groups will be

permitted. EBCF was at first allowed to take in

groups of up to 12 but are now limited to six. As

most EBCF trips are "working trips", there is not

much room for "sightseers." Possibly one or two

might be worked into future trips.

Tuberculosis project:

EBCF and PYFS are fortunate to be able to concen-

trate our efforts on the TB problem where the need

is so great. Already large amounts of food,

medicines and nutritional supplements have been

taken by EBCF to the TB facilities. Vegetables

grown by patients in greenhouses during the cold

months will make a significant impact on their well

being. At the present time we do not know how
many patients are in all those rest homes, but there

may be as many as 10,000. An EBCF team will be

going there next month, and we will know much
more when they return.

It is important to remember that it takes 4 different

drugs to successfully treat a case of TB. Improper

treatment leads to drug resistance. There is danger

that large amounts of drug resistant TB may spread

beyond the borders ofNorth Korea causing a pan-

demic outbreak of resistant TB.

Nurses at a TB sanitarium in Anju

Laney and Moffett to Speak

On April 30th Montreat College and the Mountain

Retreat Association, together with EBCF and

PYFS, will sponsor an outstanding seminar on Ko-

rea. Former ambassador James Laney will be the

keynote speaker, followed by a panel discussion

with Sam Moffett, Steve Linton and others.

If you are interested in attending this event, please

contact EBCF at (704) 669-2355. We are also

looking for people willing to help with funding.

We hope to sponsor more seminars on Korea in the

future. Stay tuned.



Greenhouse project

The "Greenhouse Project" is exciting! In April five

small (10 x 15 ft) greenhouses were taken from

Black Mountain to a small village, Hacksan, north

of Pyongyang. The purpose was to see what the of-

ficials would think of small greenhouses for indi-

vidual farmers. The officials were enthusiastic. We
then took one to a company in South Korea and

asked them to modify it and mass-produce it.

Steve Linton negotiated with the North Korean offi-

cials and obtained permission to take greenhouses,

seed, food, drugs, and needed medical equipment to

73 TB facilities in North Korea. With funding from

PYFS and EBCF, 200 greenhouses were manufac-

tured and shipped from South Korea through China

to North Korea in late October where they are now
at the TB hospitals and rest homes.

The idea of the small greenhouses came from a lo-

cal gardener who gave a paper at the North Carolina

Organic Gardeners annual meeting last year. He de-

scribed what he called "Cut and Come Again Veg-

etables in Unheated Greenhouses" and showed pic-

tures of beautiful vegetables growing in his un-

heated greenhouse where the outside temperature

reached 16 degrees below zero. His secret was cov-

ering his vegetable beds with a fabric, Reemay, on

cold nights. He cuts off the vegetables 2 inches

from the ground, and they "come again" and can be

eaten again and again, every 2 to 3 weeks through-

out the winter. It works! We have been eating fresh

vegetables all winter in our small, unheated green-

house and are convinced that, with some modifica-

tions, it will work in cold, cold, North Korea.

At the present time the greenhouses made in South

Korea cost about $200 each. Shipping to North Ko-

rea is expensive, adding about $80 to the cost of

each unit. We are working to reduce that cost.

Many companies have joined us in this project. The

Reemay Corporation in Old Hickory Term, (where

the Cranes used to live) donated enough Reemay for

400 greenhouses. That is a piece of fabric 1 5 feet

wide and almost 4 miles long. The Peters Company

of St. Louis donated enough plant food for 200

greenhouses. Ludvig Svensson in Charlotte donated

enough expensive aluminized fabric used in our

greenhouses for 200 greenhouses. A few weeks

ago the Dorsing Seed Company in Oregon donated

2,000 pounds of spinach seed, which hopefully will

be in North Korea in time for spring.

North Korean visitors inspecting a PYFS
greenhouse in North Carolina this winter

We need your help

BE SURE to make your checks out to EBCF, and

indicate at the bottom what project you want to

help. The PYFS Alumni Association no longer has

a bank account.

We are excited to have had over 100 responses so

far to the questionnaire Paul Crane gave out at the

reunion. If you have not sent yours to Paul yet, we

want to remind you please do so.

If you would like to have EBCF help you put on a

program about North Korea at your church or other

organization, call their office at (704) 669-2355.

God bless you all,

Peedie Bigger Lopez-Fresquet, Paul Crane, and

John Wilson.



WORLD EDUCATION LEAGUE

Who's top?

Some countries seem to educate their children much better than others. Why?
No comprehensive answer has emerged yet but plenty of lessons are being
learnt from the tests which reveal the educational discrepancies

ACLASS has 28 students and the ratio

of girls to boys is 4:3. How many
girls are there? Which of the following is

made using bacteria: yogurt, cream, soap

or cooking oil? Simple enough questions

in any language (the answers, by the way,

are 16 and yogurt). But when half a mil-

lion pupils from around the world were

set questions like these, some countries,

just like some pupils, did very well and
some very badly.

The tests were set for the largest-ever

piece of international education re-

search, the Third International Maths

and Science Study (timss). Of the 41 na-

tions participating in this first phase,

Singapore was teacher’s pet: the average

scores of its pupils were almost twice

those ofSouth Africa, bottom ofthe class

(see table 1).

East Asian countries have overtaken

nations such as America and Britain

which have had universal schooling for

much longer. America came 17th in sci-

ence and 28th in mathematics. England

came 25th in maths and Scotland (whose

pupils were tested separately) came 29th.

The four richest East Asian economies

took the first four places in maths.

Some former communist countries,

notably the Czech Republic, Slovakia,

Slovenia and Bulgaria, also did signifi-

cantly better than their richer western

neighbours, even though they spend
much less on education. Six of the top 15

places in both maths and science went to

East Europeans. It seems that how much
a country can afford to spend has less

than you might think to do with how
well educated its children are. American

children have three times as much
money spent on their schooling as young
South Koreans, who nevertheless beat

them hands down in tests.

International educational compari-

sons like the timss study have been sub-

jects of growing academic enthusiasm

and criticism since the 1960s (for the con-

troversies, see box on next page). Teach-

ers, though, have been almost entirely

2+2=? f

1 3-year-olds' average score in TIMSS* (Int average

Maths Science

=500)

1 • Singapore 643 Singapore 607

2 South Korea 607 Czech Republic 574

3 Japan' 60S
,
Japan

.
571

4 Hong Kong 588 South Korea 565

5 Belgium (Ft) 565 Bulgaria 565

6 Czech Republic 564 Netherlands 560

7 Slovakia 547 Slovenia 560

8 Switzerland 545 Austria 558

9 Netherlands 541 Hungary . 554

10 Slovenia 541 .England 552

11 Bulgaria 540 Belgium (Ft) 550

12 Austria 539 Australia 545

13 France 538 Slovakia 544

14 Hungary 537 Russia 538

15 Russia 535 Ireland 538

16 Australia 530 Sweden 535

17 Ireland 527 United States 534

18 Canada 527 Canada 531

19 Belgium (Wt) 526 Germany 531

20 Thailand 522 Norway 527

21 Israel 522 Thailand 525

22 Sweden \519 New Zealand 525

23 Germany l09 Israel 524

24 New Zealand 508 Hong Kong 522

25 England 506 Switzerland 522

26 Norway 503 Scotland 517

27 Denmark 502 Spain 517.

28 United States 500 • France 498

29 Scotland 498 Greece f 497

30 Latvia 493 Iceland
*

494

31 Spain 487 Romania 486

32 Iceland 487 Latvia 485

33 Greece 484 Portugal 480

34 Romania 482 Denmark 478

35 Lithuania 477 Lithuania 476

36 Cyprus 474 Belgium (Wt) 471

37 Portugal 454 Iran 470

38 Iran 428 Cyprus 463

39 Kuwait 392 Kuwait 430

40 Colombia 385 Colombia 411

41 South Africa 354 South Africa 326

•Third International Maths and Science Study tFlarwjers *Wallonia
,

Source: TIMSS

hostile and most governments have held

themselves aloof from the arguments, fear-

ing embarrassment. A poor showing in the

league table would give political oppo-

nents ammunition, while the studies

might be used to accuse ministers of starv-

ing their education system (or, possibly, of

wasting taxpayers’ money on a grand scale).

Now, attitudes are changing, at least

among politicians. Over the past ten years

or so, governments’ desire to know more
about how their schools compare with

others, and what lessons can be learned

from the comparison, have begun to out-

weigh fear of embarrassment. More
countries took part in timss than in its

predecessors, and the attention paid to

its findings by the world’s politicians,

educators and the news media was
much greater than for previous studies.

Politicians do their homework
President Clinton described the test in

his state-of-the-union message in Febru-

ary, as one “that reflects the world-class

standards our children must meet for the

new era.” America’s poor overall show-

ing has sparked calls for the adoption of

a national curriculum and national

standards for school tests—including

from Mr Clinton himself. These calls are

based on the observation that the coun-

tries which did best in the study tended

to have national frameworks of this

kind.

In a television interview in Decem-
ber, the French president, Jacques Chir-

ac, described as “shameful” a decision by

his education ministry to pull out of an

international study of adult literacy

which was showing that the French were

doing badly. And in Britain last year, Mi-

chael Heseltine, the deputy prime minis-

ter, brushed aside objections from offi-

cials in the Department for Education

and Employment, and published the un-

flattering results of a study he had com-

missioned comparing British workers

with those in France, America, Singapore

and Germany—chosen as key economic

competitors.

The Germans, in turn, were shocked

by their pupils’ mediocre performance

in the timss tests. Their pupils did only

slightly better than the English at maths,

coming 23rd out of 41 countries. In sci-

ence, the English surged ahead (though

not the Scots) while the Germans were

beaten by, among others, the Dutch, the

Russians—and even the Americans. A
television network ran a special report

called “Education Emergency in Ger-
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many”; industrialists accused politicians of

ignoring repeated warnings about declin-

ing standards in schools.

There are more studies to come. In De-

cember the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (oecd), a club

of 29 of the world’s richest countries,

launched its own series of annual reports.

The oecd already collects data on how the

governments spend their combined $1 tril-

lion annual education budgets, and what
proportion of each nation’s population

reaches a given level of education. The new
studies will go much further, comparing
how schools, colleges and universities are

run in each country and analysing the im-

plications for policymakers.

In some countries, international com-
parisons are already being used as a cata-

lyst for educational reform. The poor per-

formance of Swedish children in maths, in

one study in the mid 1980s, led to the set-

ting up of a new programme of in-service

training for teachers. The initial results

from timss suggest that Sweden has since

pulled itself up to slightly above the inter-

national average.

Although Japanese children have re-

peatedly gained high overall marks in

maths tests, some studies have suggested

that they are not as advanced in other

things, such as analysing data, as they are in

basic arithmetic. The Japanese government

Time doesn't matter... B
Maths: teaching hours per year v TIMSS score
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Hours of teaching

has started using such findings to reform its

national curriculum. Hungary, discovering

in early studies that its children were

among the world’s best in maths and sci-

ence but among the least literate, ordered

its teachers to spend more time on reading.

Knowledge workers

Leaving aside the results of the tests, two
main factors lie behind governments’ in-

creasing willingness to take part in interna-

tional education studies to begin with. The
first is the growing consensus that educa-

tion is the key to getting rich—for countries

as well as for individuals. It is widely be-

lieved that one of the main reasons why ti-

ger economies like Singapore and South
Korea have grown so quickly is that their

governments have made determined and
successful efforts to raise educational

standards.

The other factor is value for money.
Governments everywhere have woken up
to the full economic significance of educa-

tion just as they are making desperate at-

tempts to rein in public spending, oecd
countries already spend about 6% of na-

tional income on education; given the

pressure to trim budgets there is no pros-

pect that governments will chuck money at

schools without checking to see whether

standards are improving. Hence the enthu-

siasm for comparisons. If governments
could discover what it is about their educa-

tion system that helps growth, then per-

haps, they hope, they could do better with-

out spending more.

So do the tests help? They do not pro-

vide a sure-fire formula of exactly how
much should be spent on schools, how
schools should be managed and precisely

how each subject should be taught.

All the same, the tests are already prov-

ing useful, especially for exposing myths. A
popularly-held view has it that “opportu-

nity to learn” is the key to educational suc-

cess—ie, the more time children spend on a

Answering the critics

CROSS-COUNTRY comparisons have

long been controversial. Among the

doubts: Do tests put an unwarranted pre-

mium on certain qualities—speed of re-

call, mental arithmetic—while ignoring

hard-to-measure ones like creative think-

ing? Were pupils from different countries

really comparable?(For instance, in coun-

tries where children are made to repeat a

year of their education if they fail to reach

a certain standard, tests for, say, 13-year-

olds may exclude those who have been

sent to join a class of 12-year-olds.) Were
pupils in some countries told that the

tests were extremely important, while

others were not? Did the tests give an un-

fair advantage to countries whose curric-

ulum for 13-year-olds happens to include

more of the topics included in them?

Wendy Keys of Britain’s National

Foundation for Educational Research,

one ofthe bodies that organised the timss

project, says that a number of measures

were taken to answer such criticisms. The

score for each country was adjusted to

take account ofany pupils who were held

back a year. Teachers everywhere were

given precise instructions on how to ex-

plain the tests to pupils, and indepen-

dent monitors were sent to schools cho-

sen at random. After the results were in,

experts in each country looked at how
their pupils had done on those questions

which most closely matched the curricu-

lum for children of their age.

The results? Broadly, the new study

confirmed the relative positions of coun-

Much to learn from each other

tries which had taken part in earlier stud-

ies. That consistency suggested the origi-

nal criticisms may have been exaggerated.

However, the refinements made in the re-

cent study may overturn one of the theo-

ries that has been used to explain why
America and Britain, in spite of having

had universal education for longer than

most nations, do so poorly. This is that

they contain an unusually large propor-

tion of pupils who perform very badly.

The comforting implication would be

that ordinary pupils do reasonably well

but that average scores are dragged down
by a so-called “long tail of low achievers”.

This explanation was given a colour

of plausibility by earlier tests. In those,

mediocre scores in Britain and America

could be explained away by the failure of

the tests to take account of countries

where pupils are held back a year. The

new version of the test puts that problem

right—and the two countries are still do-

ing poorly. Though the mass of results

from timss is still being analysed, Dr Keys

says there is no sign so far of the “long

tail”. The implication would be that the

average scores of American and British

pupils are mediocre because average per-

formance is mediocre, and not because of

some peculiarity at the very bottom of the

class.
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subject, the better they do at it. Alas, the evi-

dence so far is not encouraging for the pro-

ponents of this theory. Taking the twelve

countries which both took part in timss

and also had their average teaching hours

measured in the oecd's recent study of

school management, there seems little cor-

relation between time spent on a subject

and performance of pupils in tests (see

chart 2). Young Austrians spend exception-

ally long hours on maths and science les-

sons: for them, it pays off in higher test

scores. But so do New Zealand's teenagers—

and they do not do any better than, say,

Norwegians, who spend an unusually

short time on lessons in both subjects.

Next—and of particular interest to cash-

strapped governments—there appears to

be little evidence to support the argument,

often heard from teachers' unions, that the

main cause of educational under-achieve-

ment is under-funding. Low-spending

countries such as South Korea and the

Czech Republic are at the top of the timss

league table. High-spenders such as Amer-

ica and Denmark do much worse (see chart

3). Obviously, there are dozens of reasons

other than spending why one country does

well, another badly, but the success of the

low-spending Czechs and Koreans does

show that spending more on schools is not

a prerequisite for improving standards.

Another article of faith among the

teaching profession—that children are

bound to do better in small classes— is also

being undermined by educational re-

search. As with other studies, timss found

that France. America and Britain, where

children are usually taught in classes of

twenty-odd. do significantly worse than

East Asian countries where almost twice as

mam pupils are crammed into each class.

Again, there may be social reasons why
some countries can cope better with large

classes than others. All the same, the com-
parison refutes the argument that larger is

necessarily worse.

Further, the tests even cast some doubt

ovci the cultural explanation for the greater

'access of East Asia: that there is some hard-

to-dehne Asian culture, connected with pa-

rental authority and a strong social value

on education, which makes children more
eager to learn and easier to teach. Those
who make this argument say it would of

course be impossible to replicate such ori-

ental magic m the West.

Yet the results of timss suggest that this

:s. to put it mildly, exaggerated. If "culture"

makes English children so poor at maths,

then why have they done so well at science

mot far behind the Japanese and South Ko-

reans i? And why do English pupils do well

at science and badly at maths, while in

France it is the other way around? A less

mvstical. more mundane explanation sug-

gests itself: English schools teach science

we:! and maths badlv: French schools teach

maths better than science; East Asian

schools teach both subjects well.

Apart from casting doubt on some
widely-held beliefs, do international com-
parisons have anything constructive to say?

So far, the conclusions are tentative, but

some answers are emerging.

Teaching the teachers

As well as getting pupils to sit tests, the

timss researchers monitored the way les-

sons were taught in each country. Eventu-

ally this should point to which teaching

method tends to be most successful, though

the data are still being worked on. Mean-
while. other researchers have been search-

ing for common factors among those coun-

tries whose schools seem to turn out well-

educated pupils.

Julia Whitburn of Britain's National In-

stitute of Economic and Social Research

has studied the way maths is taught in Ja-

pan and Switzerland, two countries which

are different in many ways but whose pu-

pils seem to do consistently well at in the

...nor does money Q
State spending per pupil*, $'000 PPP 1993
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subject. She noted a number of common
factors:

• Much more time is spent on the basics of

arithmetic than on more general math
ematical topics such as handling data:

• Pupils learn to do sums in their heads be

fore they are taught to do them on paper:

calculators are usually banned;
• Standardised teaching manuals, which

are tested extensively in schools before be-

ing published, are used widely;

• A method known as "whole-class interac-

tive teaching" is used widely. The teacher

addresses the whole class at once, posing

questions to pupils in turn, to ensure the\

are following the lesson. American and
British schools have been criticised for let

ting pupils spend much oftheir time work

ing in small groups, with the teacher rum
ing from one group to the next to see hov.

they are doing. Ms Whitburn note-' that m
Japan and Switzerland this method :s or.!

-

,

used in teaching arts and crafts:

• Finally, great efforts are made to ensu.-e

that pupils do not fall behind. Those

do are gn en extra coaching.

Learning, though, is not a one-v. a.

street. Just as western countries are buw
seeking to emulate Japanese school',

schools and universities in Japan are com
mg under pressure from employers to turn

out workers with the sort of creativity, ar.d

individuality that the Japanese associate

with western education. And just as Ameri-

can and British politicians are demand::'-:

that schools copy their more successful ori-

ental counterparts and set their pup:!'

more homework, the South Korean govern

ment is telling schools to give pupil' regu-

lar homework-free days, so they can spend

more time with their families—just kke

western children. Perhaps in education

there is such a thing as a happy medium.
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